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WHEAT
The wheat markets all closed lower on Monday after they ran into 
resistance overnight and profit taking took charge.  Wheat export 
shipments were disappointing at 13.3 MB and the second lowest in 
the past nine weeks.  Russia lowered their wheat export estimate by 1 
MMT, from 37 MMT to 36 MMT.  While wheat exports are expected to 
pick up as Russian exports slow, wheat may not be able to hit USDA’s 
projection of 1 BB with just 18 weeks left in the marketing year.  Losses 
were limited by forecasts for bitter cold that could threaten some winter 
wheat fields with little snow cover.

In Tuesday’s session wheat traded steady to slightly higher overnight but 
faded once the day session started.  Overnight wheat was supported 
by weather forecasts calling for a round of intensely cold temps that 
are not only expected to blanket the Northern Plains, but also hit the 
Southern Plains and Corn Belt as well.  In export news, Taiwan was in 
and bought 55 TMT of US wheat overnight.  USDA is set to release their 
winter wheat acreage estimate on Friday Feb. 8.  The report is expected 
to be friendly as most are expecting to see a 1.5 to 2 million acre drop 
in acreage due to the poor fall weather.  

On Wednesday wheat opened higher, slipped to post small losses around 
midsession, but then recovered to end with gains.  Overnight support 
came from the extremely cold temps that are gripping the entire US, 
which is expected to result in crop damage due to the lack of cover in 
some regions in KS.  Winter wheat acres are expected to be south of 
31.5 million, which would be the lowest acreage in 110 years.  USDA 
announced they will not release their Dec or Jan Monthly Crop Progress 
reports.  Late session strength spilled over from the other grains as both 
corn and soybeans were firm throughout the session.

In Thursday’s session wheat opened mixed overnight with Mpls higher 
while the winter wheat exchanges posted small losses.  Technical selling 
and the lack of news resulted in early session pressure.  Wheat was able 
to trade with minor gains early in the day session due to a better than 
expected export sales estimate, which was for the week of Dec. 20.  
Wheat was able to hold on and not see the losses corn and soybeans did 
late in the session. Most of the strength came from weather concerns 
in the winter wheat region as well as from the need to buy spring wheat 
acreage to make up for the lost winter wheat acreage.  Target $6.15 
March Mpls and $6.35 Sept Mpls to advance sales.  March MW support 
is at $5.59 and resistance is at $5.95/$6.10.

Last week’s wheat export shipments pace was estimated at 13.3 MB.  
After 34 weeks, wheat shipments were at 53% of USDA’s expectations 
(vs 60% last year).  With 18 weeks left in wheat’s export marketing year, 
shipments need to average 29.2 MB to make USDA’s projection of 1.0 BB.

USDA released their export sales estimate for the week of Dec 21.  For 
that week, wheat export sales were at 19.3 MB.  After 29 weeks, wheat 
sales were at 63% of USDA’s expectations (vs 76% average).  With 23 
weeks left in wheat’s export marketing year, sales need to average 16.0 
MB to make USDA’s projection of 1.0 BB.

For the week, March MW was at $5.76 up 1.25 cents and Sept Mpls was 
at $5.915 up 2 cents, Chicago March was at $5.2425 up 5.25 cents, and 
KC March was at $5.0875 down 0.75 cent.

For the month, March MW was up 21 cents and Sept Mpls was up 18 cents, 
Chicago March was up 13.25 cents, and KC March was up 10.25 cents.



CORN
Corn traded in a tight range and ended Monday slightly lower, 
following the lead of the lower wheat and soybean markets.  As 
with soybeans, USDA’s reports next week are expected to lower 
the 2018 corn yield, but corn exports have seen more strength 
than soybeans.  Monday’s export shipments report had corn 
exports at a decent 35.2 MB, but that was at the low end of trade 
expectations.  Improving weather forecasts for SA added selling 
pressure.

In Tuesday’s session corn traded steady to higher overnight 
but slipped to post losses during the day session.  Late session 
pressure spilled over from the lower wheat and soybean markets.  
Improving weather forecasts for South America added selling 
pressure.  Private analysts are estimating Brazil’s production at 
90.5 MMT, down 0.5 MMT from last month.  Traders are also very 
concerned about the direction of ethanol production as no clear 
direction has been seen since the middle of December.  Losses 
were limited by reports that South Korea bought 138 TMT of option 
origin corn overnight.

On Wednesday corn opened the overnight session with gains and 
held it gains throughout the day session.  Early support came from 
the bitter cold forecast which is gripping over 50% of the US.  The 
extreme cold temps will result in a slowdown in grain movement 
and an increase in feed demand.  Brazil’s harvest has started and 
so far, early harvest results are coming in much below estimates.  
Gains were kept in check by reports that Indonesia bought 150 
TMT of South American corn overnight, which was a surprise to the 
market since delivery is for March.  Last week’s ethanol production 
was estimated at 1.012 million barrels down 19,000 barrels from 
the previous week.  Stocks were estimated at 23.98 million, up 
479,000 from the previous week and the highest since Oct.

On Thursday corn opened steady to slightly softer in the overnight 
session and traded in a tight mixed range for most of the session, 
but broke lower into the close.  Traders were desperately searching 
for news from the China/US talks to give the market direction, but 
to no success.  Light support did come from the morning’s export 
sales estimate as USDA is starting to slowly release the reports 
that were missed during the government shutdown.  Reports have 

Brazil’s first crop corn harvest at 5% complete vs 4% average, with 
early yields being reported as disappointing.  Brazil’s second crop 
corn planting is estimated at 16% complete vs 5% average.  Argentina 
planting progress is reported at 93% complete vs 92% average.  Late 
session pressure was due to improving weather forecasts that are 
calling for Brazil to cool off and get rain next week while Argentina is 
expected to dry out.

Target $3.95 March and $4.15 Dec to advance sales.  March corn 
support is at $3.55/$3.67 while resistance is at $3.97

Last week’s corn export shipments pace was at 35.2 MB.  After 21 
weeks, corn shipments were at 35% of USDA’s expectations (vs 22% last 
year).  With 33 weeks left in corn’s export marketing year, shipments 
need to average 51.7 MB to make USDA’s projection of 2.45 BB.  

Corn export sales pace for the week ending 12/20/18 was estimated 
at 66.9 MB.  After 16 weeks, corn export sales were at 50% of USDA’s 
expectations (vs 52% average).  With 36 weeks left in corn’s export 
marketing year, sales need to average 33.8 MB to make USDA’s 
projection of 2.45 BB.

For the week, March corn was at $3.7825 down 2 cents and December 
was at $4.0225 down 1 cents.  

For the month, March corn was up 1.5 cents and December was up 
2.5 cents. 
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SOYBEAN
Soybeans ended Monday with small losses as profit taking was seen 
after the soybean market hit two-week highs on Friday and parts of 
Brazil saw rains over the weekend.  High level trade talks between 
the US and China will be held Wednesday and Thursday and will likely 
provide some direction for the markets.  Export shipments at 34.2 MB 
were below market expectations and this marketing year is running 
39% behind last year’s pace. The trade will be anxious to see the Feb. 8 
USDA reports.  Most expect 2018 production to be lowered, but exports 
will likely be lowered also.

Soybeans spent all of Tuesday’s session on the lower side, as worries 
about the upcoming US/China trade talks weigh on the market.  The 
Chinese and US will be holding high level trade talks starting Wednesday 
and tensions have increased as the US announced it was charging 
Chinese tech company Huawei of stealing trade secrets and violating 
US sanctions on Iran. But reports of unimpressive soybean yields in 
Brazil limited losses.  A new private estimate has Brazil’s production 
at 114 MMT and Argentina’s at 55 MMT, both down 1 MMT from last 
month.  A consulting group is holding a crop tour this week in Brazil, 
which should give a better idea of yields.  As of now 11% of Brazil’s 
soybean crop has been harvested.  The EU has approved the use of 
US soybeans in EU biofuels production, which was seen as a goodwill 
gesture as they continue to work on a trade deal.

Soybeans ended Wednesday with small gains on optimism about the US/
China trade talks that started today.  Tomorrow we will see the export 
sales report for the week ending Dec. 20 (as the government gets back 
on track post-shutdown) so we will slowly start to have confirmation 
of any purchases China made during the shutdown.  The crop tour in 
Brazil estimated production at 116 MMT and noted that harvest in the 
driest areas is wrapping up and yields should get better as harvest 
continues.  As for Argentina, their crop tour estimated production at 
55 to 56 MMT and noted that while some soybeans may be lost due to 
excess moisture, only 15% of Argentina’s growing areas are rated as 
having surplus moisture.

In Thursday’s session soybeans saw gains early in the day, but then fell 
the rest of the session as the lower corn market and technical selling 
pulled the market lower.  Improving weather conditions in South America 
also weighed on the market as the dry areas of Brazil are expecting 
to see rain and Argentina is forecasted to see dry weather (which is 

needed).  As US/China trade talks wrapped up today, the US trade rep 
said “substantial progress” has been made but no final deal will be made 
until Presidents Trump and Xi meet.  The first weekly export sales report 
in six weeks was released.  For the week ending Dec. 20, 2018, sales 
were 87.9 MB with 53.9 MB going to China (bringing China’s marketing 
year total to 128 MB vs. 883 MB last year at this time).  The Buenos Aires 
Grain Exchange estimated Argentina’s soybean production at 53 MMT 
(vs. USDA’s Dec. projection of 55.5 MMT).

Target $9.65 March and $9.85 Nov to advance sales.  March soybeans 
support is at $8.57/$8.80 while resistance is at $9.41.

Last week’s soybean export shipments pace was estimated at 34.1 MB.  
After 21 weeks, soybean shipments were at 40% of USDA’s expectations 
(vs 58% last year).  With 31 weeks left in soybean’s export marketing 
year, soybean shipments need to average 37.0 MB to make USDA’s 
projection of 1.9 BB. 

Soybean export sales pace for the week ending 12/20/18 was estimated at 
87.9 MB.  After 16 weeks, soybean sales were at 58% of USDA’s expectations 
(vs 79% average).  With 36 weeks left in soybean’s export marketing 
year, sales need to average 22.2 MB to make USDA’s projection of 1.9 BB.

For the week, March soybeans were at $9.1775 down 7.5 cents and 
November soybeans were at $9.5725 down 7 cents.  March soybean 
meal was at $311.80 down $2.10.
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CATTLE
Cattle traded with small gains to start the week but collapsed toward 
the end of the week.  Feeder cattle started the week strong, slipped 
to trade steady in the middle of the week, but like live cattle crashed 
Thursday to post losses for the week.  

Both of the cattle markets traded with gains to start the week with 
support coming from a flat to lower grain complex.  A disappointing 
cash trade limited session gains.  Late session support came from 
weather forecasts that are calling for extreme cold temps as the 
entire Plains and Midwest is looking at what is being referred to as 
a generational cold snap.  

Cattle traded mixed to flat with most of the activity remaining 
around steady during the middle of the week.  The lack of direction 
came from the lack of news as not only is USDA remaining behind 
in releasing data, but the recent cold snap has caused a virtual 
shutdown in the middle section of the US.  The extreme cold temps 
have resulted in a slow down in cattle movement as well as slowing 
feedlot demand for cattle.  

USDA is planning on releasing the Jan COF report on Feb 22 and 
the Feb COF report on March 8.  As for the delayed Cattle inventory 
report, which was expected to be released Jan 31, will now be 
released on Feb 28.

The lack of a cash trade put cattle on the defense on Thursday.  
With none of the 1,684 head of cattle offered on the FCE Online 

Auction getting sold on Wednesday at bids between $120 and $123, 
feedlots were making a statement for higher cash.  But in the end, 
packers once again won the battle as feedlots were unable to get 
prices to go higher.  Thursday’s session did do technically damage, 
as a key reversal down performance was established, but it will take 
confirmation.  Most are hoping Thursday’s hit was more to do with 
month end positioning than a change in the trend though.  

For the week, February live cattle was at $125.45 down 60 cents while 
March feeders were at $142.525 down $1.10. 

For the month, February live cattle was up 92.5 cents while March 
feeders were down $4.20. 
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CANOLA/SUNFLOWER
Canola closed lower on Monday.  The market was pulled down 
by the weaker soybean market and slow demand, as export 
sales are falling behind last year’s pace.  Losses were limited 
by the stronger soybean oil market and the weaker Canadian 
dollar (which helped crush margins).

Canola spent Tuesday on the lower side, following the lead of 
the lower soybean complex.  The steady Canadian dollar and 
a lack of fresh news kept the market from finding direction.  
Ag Canada estimates 2019 canola acres at 23.104 million, up 
291,000 acres from last year, and production at 20.5 MMT.

Canola bounced around both sides of unchanged Wednesday 
and ended the session slightly lower.  Losses were due to a lack 
of end user demand and a stronger Canadian dollar.  Losses 
were limited by small gains in the soybean market and cold 
temps that are slowing farmer deliveries.

Canola saw gains early in Thursday’s session but couldn’t 
hold those gains and ended the day with losses.  Losses 
were due to the lower soybean market and higher Canadian 
dollar.  Increased farmer selling also weighed on the market.  
Trading activity was thin and choppy as end of the month 
positioning took place.

Thursday’s cash sunflower bids in Fargo were at $16.90.  
Cash canola bids in Velva were unavailable and bids in Fargo 
were at $17.00.

For the week, March canola was at $482.40 down $6.10 and 
November canola was at $495.50 down $4.90.

For the month, March canola was up $2.50 and November 
canola was down $2.90.

RECOMMENDATIONS
2017 Corn 2017 Soybeans 2017 Wheat

15% $3.95 4/13/17 10% $10.15 11/22/16 15% $5.65 5/1/17

10% $4.05 6/7/17          25% $9.93 10/12/17 10% $6.05 6/7/17

25% $3.64 2/7/18 40% $10.20 12/6/17 10% $6.35 6/14/17

15% $4.05 5/1/18 15% $10.35 2/21/18 15% $6.48 5/29/18

20% $4.23 5/29/19 25% $6.30 8/9/18

85% 90% 75%

2018 Corn 2018 Soybeans 2018 Wheat

15% $3.94 2/7/18 15% $10.19 12/6/17 25% $6.48 5/29/18

15% $4.06 3/6/18 15% $10.30 2/21/18 25% $6.45 8/9/18

10% $4.19 5/1/18 15% $10.44 3/6/18

10% $4.23 5/29/18 15% $10.47 5/29/18

15% $4.01 8/9/18

65% 60% 50 %

2019 Corn 2019 Soybeans 2019 Wheat

15% $4.10 8/9/18 15% $6.55 8/9/18

15% 15%
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CROP INSURANCE
Revenue Projected Price Tracking:

RP projected prices are tracked through the month of 
February.  This is the price used to calculate your guarantee.  
After 1 trading day, estimated prices are:

Crop  Est. 2019 Price  2018 Price

Barley  $3.35   $3.28

Canola  $0.171   $0.184

Corn  $4.02   $3.96

Soybeans $9.57   $10.16

Snflr, Conft. $0.223   $0.237

Snflr, Oil $0.161   $0.175

Wht, Durum $6.62   $7.11

Wht, Spring $5.92   $6.31

Sugar Beet Policy Changes for 2019:

• Stage guarantees removed (no longer a 1st stage with 
60% of guarantee)

• Early harvest factor added:  Production to count will be 
increased by 1% per day if harvested prior to October 
1 (if at least 10% of the unit is harvested prior to Oct. 1)

• Production will now be reported in pounds of raw sugar 
instead of standardized tons.  All past APH history will 
be converted to pounds.

• Price election for 2019 is $0.146/lb (vs. $48.25/ton last 
year)

@MartinsonAg

This material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of Martinson Ag Risk Management LLC. and is, or is in the nature of, a solicitation. This material is not a research report prepared by Martinson Ag Risk Management’s Research Department. By accepting this communication, you agree that you 

are an experienced user of the futures markets, capable of making independent trading decisions, and agree that you are not, and will not, rely solely on this communication in making trading decisions.  DISTRIBUTION IN SOME JURISDICTIONS MAY BE PROHIBITED OR RESTRICTED BY LAW. PERSONS IN POSSESSION 

OF THIS COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY SHOULD INFORM THEMSELVES ABOUT AND OBSERVE ANY SUCH PROHIBITION OR RESTRICTIONS. TO THE EXTENT THAT YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY AND SOLICITATIONS ARE PROHIBITED IN YOUR JURISDICTION WITHOUT REGISTRATION, THE 

MARKET COMMENTARY IN THIS COMMUNICATION SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED A SOLICITATION. The risk of loss in trading futures and/or options is substantial and each investor and/or trader must consider whether this is a suitable investment. Past performance, whether actual or indicated by simulated 

historical tests of strategies, is not indicative of future results. Trading advice is based on information taken from trades and statistical services and other sources that Martinson Ag Risk Management believes are reliable. We do not guarantee that such information is accurate or complete and it should not be relied 

upon as such. Trading advice reflects our good faith judgment at a specific time and is subject to change without notice. There is no guarantee that the advice we give will result in profitable trades.

Miscellaneous 2019 Crop Year Changes:

• Corn - NI Grain type now insurable in Slope and Bowman 
counties in ND

• Dry Beans - Base Prevent Plant factor lowered from 
60% to 50%

• Dry Beans - Small red type now insurable in the following 
ND counties:  Benson, Eddy, Foster, Griggs, Nelson, 
Ramsey, Richland, Stutsman, Ward and Wells

• Potatoes - Base Prevent Plant factor raised from 25% 
to 45%

• Soybeans - Now insurable in Adams, Dunn and Sioux 
counties in ND

• Sunflowers - For ND, SD and MT:  Final planting date 
now 5 days later but late planting period shortened 
from 25 to 20 days

• Wheat - CC and SF practices combined to NI in Sheridan, 
Burleigh, Kidder, Emmons, Logan and McIntosh counties 
in ND

Upcoming Martinson Ag Events:

For complete details see http://martinsonag.com/events

• Feb 5 - Jamestown, ND

• Feb 7 - Rugby and Maddock, ND

• Feb 11 - Grand Forks, ND

• Feb 12 - Northern Corn and Soybean Expo in Fargo, ND

• Feb 13 - New Rockford, ND

• Feb 19 - Minto, ND

@Martinson_Ag
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